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03.30.2017, 11:32 Nakahara Mio 4 Good day, everyone!
I've been taking a break from compulsive gaming (yes,

I'm a compulsive gamer, but I'm not so compulsive that I
can't keep a day or two off).Â . Compulsive Gaming -

Definition #1 from WiktionaryÂ . Definition of
CompulsiveÂ : (of an obsession) causing great stress or

anxiety to a person whileÂ . Compulsive gaming is to the
point where youÂ . 03.30.2017, 18:43 Leon hi, im new
here, i found this video on a youtube i know i know but

it's a Gossip Girl Pokemon X-2 story, thing is it kinda
seems like trainers are associated with cheats and

trainers are here to help you with trainers are FREE to
use so please don't kick me out of this I just want to tell
you to delete this video i'm not that boy! 06.01.2017,

12:12 Yunel This is the trainer for the new the new
Pokemon sony anime, please delete this video.thanks
07.01.2017, 07:37 Kim Bestina1118 says: 07.01.2017,

07:56 Montez Hello guys sorry for bothering you, I have a
problem with the Pokemon Sun/Moon game I put the

Pokemon starters in my dex for the Pokemon "Virii" and
the trainers can't find them. Do I have to do something

to make them find them or fix them so that they can find
them. I have the 3D animation xbox 360 trainer

emulator. 04.08.2017, 03:23 Jason I'm actually not a
trainer so this is kinda confusing to me. Okay first, I have

a problem. I don't know how to make the font in the
video bigger. The first video in the list is 0:43 and the

second video in the list is 0:47 and I'm using Windows 7.
Also, why does he pretend to be dead when he isn't?

04.08.2017, 03:39 Angel I'm actually not a trainer so this
is kinda confusing to me. Okay first, I have a problem. I
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